KUM BAN CROSS VISITS

Location:
Kum ban and villages where sub-projects are located

Participants and External Actors Invited:

- **Facilitators:** PRF District staff, District Representatives of NLCRDPE and KB Facilitators;
- **Visitors:** Kum ban Teams, Authorities and Mass-Based Organizations from selected villages participating in PRF for the first time;
- **Hosts:** Kum ban Representatives, Kum ban Teams, Village Representatives and Implementation and Maintenance Teams that have successfully implemented sub-projects in previous PRF cycles; Kum ban committee and Village authorities.

Objectives:
To demonstrate to communities participating in PRF for the first time (or communities that experienced serious problems or delays in prior efforts to implement sub-projects) the best practices from other sub-projects as well as help them to identify and resolve problems related to sub-project implementation or maintenance.

Expected outcomes:

- Best practices shared;
- Lessons learned from problem solving efforts.

Activities and responsibilities:

- Visit of sub-projects;
- Meetings with Kum ban and Village Teams;
- Review of reports and financial records.

Notes:

- Kum ban Cross Visits will be organized at the same time as one of the Kum ban Accountability Meetings.
- More details about these visits, their objectives and the way they are monitored can be found in the Capacity Building Chapter.

Duration:
1-2 days